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to help others by working for 35 years

to build up wealth and then start

giving back.” This sequence struck

Adam as backwards. He believed

that it would be better to give first and

succeed later. He directed his

research to figuring out how that

would work.

As Adam describes it

salespeople, people in general,

operate at work in one of three

modes: as takers, matchers, or

givers. Takers seek to get as much

as possible but are reluctant to give

back. Matchers, which most people

are, believe one good turn deserves

another and want an even trade.

Givers help others without strings

attached—but before you say “wait a

minute,” that is different from being

self-sacrificing. 

His research showed that in the

new sales landscape giving is the

path to success. He backs that up in

Give and Take with extensive

research, compelling examples, and

powerful insights. (His research was

also featured in Daniel Pink’s book To

Sell Is Human—Adam’s stereotype-

breaking study showed that

ambiverted salespeople out perform

their extroverted counterparts.)

He offered six guiding principles

to salespeople who want to move in

the giver direction.

The credos of a giver are:

1. Ask questions, listen, and show
a genuine interest. While this has

always been true in sales, it talks on

a new dimension. Adam sees

questioning as even more important

in the age of technology. Sales, he

emphasizes, today is about

relationship building. If this seems to

fly in the face of current trends where

telling not listening is the formula, in

many ways it does. Of course, it is

complicated but he sees that even

the most deep customer

research/analytics, while excellent

for generalizing a population or

group, is terrible for capturing the

preferences of the individual you are

selling to. When the goal is mass

selling and segmentation then telling

customers what they need can be

efficient, but to achieve meaningful

interaction with customers that builds

loyalty and trust salespeople must

ask the right questions to understand

what is idiosyncratic about the

people they are selling to and

questioning and listening are

essential. 

Adam pointed to Apple as an

example. While Apple told customers

what they wanted before they knew

they wanted it, Apple also allows all

sorts of customers to customize apps

to make their iPhones their own.

Apple cares deeply about

understanding the customers

perspective and its customers don’t

feel like they are being told what to

do. 

2. Do a “5 minute favor.” Do

something for a customer that is not

a part of your job. The kind of giving

he is talking about is not self-sacrifice

but rather looking for a win-win or

offering high value at a low personal

cost. When you meet with a customer

or prospect ask yourself what five-

minute favor you can do such as

making an introduction to someone

in your network, sharing knowledge,

and connect clients with resources

relevant to a new area of business

they are entering … 

3. Chose the relationship over the
sale. Admittedly this can be

challenging in a tough sales

environment where there is intense

pressure to make the quarter, but

research shows that by doing what is

best for the customer, you create

trust and score more wins. He cites a

salesperson, Kildare Escoto, who

regularly steers his customers to the

less expensive solution that meets

the functionality the customers

needs. While this cost the

salesperson some revenue, in the

long run, it produced customer

Before you ask yourself what does

he know about selling

understand that Adam started his

career as a salesperson with a ton of

cold calling and prospecting for

advertising clients. From 0% sales

renewal rate when his team

members were averaging 95% he

became the top producer. He initially

approached sales thinking he had to

be a pusher and taker but an

insightful sales manager helped him

see that his path to success was

helping his customers.

The motivation for his cutting

edge research traces back to that

sales transformation combined with a

decade of career counseling with his

students at Wharton. When he asked

students about their values, they

shared different versions of, “I want

Adam Grant is the author
of the acclaimed new
book Give and Take: A
Revolutionary Approach
to Success. He not only is
one of the most respected
social scientists of our
time but he is the
youngest tenured
professor at the Wharton
School. 

Give, Match, Take
A Conversation with Adam Grant by Linda Richardson
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The fact is that your
success depends on

how much you do
help your customers.
If you look for ways

to contribute to other
people, many will

reciprocate in
meaningful and

unexpected ways.
After all, most
customers are

matchers.  Invest in
the relationship by

finding ways to help
your customers that

won’t cost a lot.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Give-Take-Revolutionary-Approach-Success/dp/0297868411


loyalty and trust and made him the

highest ranking salesperson in the

company. 

4. Be the one to build internal
relationships first. Invest in creating

internal relationships with things such

as knowledge and credit sharing. For

example, if you do research that might

be helpful to a colleague, send it along

or talk him or her through it.

Organizations that are dominated by

takers are not as successful as those

with a culture of givers. His research

revealed that sales organizations that

build a culture of givers solve more

problems, reach more customers, and

open up new lines of business. One

way to build a culture of givers is not

to let salespeople who have been

givers go unrecognized. By making

them visible with steps such as an

email of recognition to their

managers, you can help make your

organization more hospitable to

givers.

5. Walk into conversation well
prepared but be adaptable. Don’t

lead your conversations on your

terms. Think about how you can be

flexible to produce the outcomes

customers want vs. what your

research and experience has chosen

for them. Test your assumptions and

validate with multiple clients.

6. Don’t prejudge your customers

and prospects. When you goal is to

help you won’t write customers off so

easily because they don’t seem to

meet your qualifying criteria or look

like they are worth the effort. He gave

the example of a financial advisor

who met with a prospect, despite the

prospect’s not meeting the firm’s

standard qualifying criteria. The

decision was driven y his

commitment to helping customers

save for retirement. In fact the

customer had been mislabeled as a

scrap metal worker when in fact he

was the owner of a lucrative scrap

metal business and owned a

collection of rare vintage cars. This is

not to suggest that you act in a way

that destroys your business or that

your self-sacrifice or give your best

services away to your customer, but

rather that you help customers even

when it appears not beneficial to you. 

The fact is that your success

depends on how much you do help

your customers. If you look for ways to

contribute to other people, many will

reciprocate in meaningful and

unexpected ways. After all, most

customers are matchers. Invest in the

relationship by finding ways to help

your customers that won’t cost a lot.

Adam’s advice to you based on

his extensive recent work with

salespeople and the feedback he has

received from them is to look around

and ask yourself, “Can I find a

salesperson that I really admire that

is both extremely productive and

successful and also is a giver?” You

may pause but you likely will think of

someone. Learn from that person.

Figure out how he or she combines

incredible productivity with genuine

concern for others and you will find

there are many practices and habits

waiting to be discovered. Adam also

recommends the bestselling book

The Go-Giver by Bob Burg and John

David Mann, which outlines how

givers succeed in sales.

By reputation Adam Grant is a

giver but from personal experience I

know that Adam Grant practices what

he teaches. Although we knew each

other’s work from Wharton, this

interview was our first conversation.

As I was wrapping up with a thank

you, he asked how he might help

spread the word about my new book

which will be published in the last

quarter of this year and he offered to

read it. If that were not enough he

asked me to send him my new

syllabus for review. All of this likely will

take more than 5 minutes of this busy

man’s time. His actions speak even

louder than words in his book—and

inspire too.                                              �

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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Invest in creating
internal relationships

with things such as
knowledge and credit

sharing.  

You can find out more about Adam

by visiting here:

www.giveandtake.com/Home/
AdamGrant

mailto:jim.brodo@richarson.com
mailto:gethelp@salesgravy.com
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A Sales Guy

Top 50 Sales & Marketing
Blogs for 2013

Every year we announce the “Top
5o Sales & Marketing

Influencers”– and as a logical next

exercise, we have decided to assess

around one hundred popular sales

and marketing blogs, and compile

what we believe to be the best fifty

from that long list.

The criteria we used to benchmark

each blog was:

� Quality of the written word,

including use of grammar,

punctuation and originality

� Ability to educate or entertain –

specifically, giving something back

rather than “pitching” continually

� Popularity – i.e. visitor numbers

� Social media exposure – Tweets,

LinkedIn/Facebook/Google+

promotion

� Blog design – cosmetic

appearance

� Finally, regularity of posts.

We use the same team of

independent researchers that we

hired to carry out the “Influencers”

exercise, and may we take this

opportunity to thank them for yet

another superb job.

At the last count, it was
estimated that there are
more than 500 million
blogs on the internet, plus
around 250 million in
China: How many of these
are sales and marketing
related? Nobody knows
for sure, so we simply
assessed the ones we
know about.

Art Sobczak's 
Smart Calling

B2B Marketing
& Sales

Caskey's Blog Commentary on Sales
Effectiveness

Dan Waldschmidt's
Blog

Dr. Tony Alessandra Fearless Selling Fill the Funnel Fresh Sales
Strategies

Future of Sales
is Now

Get More
Customers

Heavy Hitter
Sales Blog

Ian Brodie's Blog Improved
Performance

Increase Sales
Blog

Inside Sales
Experts

InsideView Blog Keith Rosen Marketing
Interactions

Matt on Marketing No More
Cold Calling

OneSource
Resources

Partners in
Excellence

PointClear Blog

Top 50 S&M Blogs for 2013

And you can visit all the 2013 Top 50
Sales & Marketing Blogs HERE

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesinfluencers/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesblogs/
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Top 50 S&M Blogs for 2013

Rain Selling Blog Richardson Sales
Excellence Review

Sales & Sales
Management

Sales Aerobics for
Engineers

Sales Enablement
Perspectives

Sales Force
Effectiveness

Sales Leadership
Blog

Sales Blog Sales Pro
Insider blog 

Sales Source

Sales Thought
Leaders

Score More Sales Selling Fearlessly SellingPower Seth Godin's Blog

Smart Selling Tools Social Centred
Selling

Sales Management
Blog 

The Pipeline The Sales Blog

The Sales Hunter The Sales Leader Understanding the
Sales Force

Women in Sales Your Sales
Management Guru

Addressing Lead
Generation Pains in
the Healthcare
Industry
141,952 dials made to hospital executives
in last 3 years; thousands of leads
generated

Leading healthcare IT companies and other
B2B organizations with solutions for hospitals
and physician practice groups have learned
what it takes to effectively generate leads in
this complex environment:

� It takes a team of industry experts with knowledge of changing healthcare laws,
regulations, compliance requirements and patient safety concerns.

� It requires dedicated, senior sales pros with the ability to engage C-level execs in
meaningful conversation around the challenges related to delivering quality, cost-
efficient care.

� And it takes access to a ready, robust prospect database unparalleled in its scope,
accuracy and segmentation abilities.

Healthcare solution providers that recognize what’s required for lead generation success
get better market coverage, improved industry intelligence … and more sales
opportunities.

Increasingly the source for lead generation services in the healthcare industry is
PointClear. Read how clients are benefiting from their association with this Atlanta-based
prospect development firm … and learn more about the results they’ve achieved.

http://www.pointclear.com/case-studies/healthcare.php


Even the best of us fall prey to this

habit. We start blah-blah-blahing

the stuff that’s written on our websites,

marketing communications collateral,

and CAD drawings. Do you find

yourself regurgitating, instead of

conducting valuable and relevant

selling conversations?

If your selling conversations, and

your outcomes, are not quite what you

anticipated, start listening to yourself

when you communicate with

colleagues and customers. Give those

emails another read. It could be that

you are at a loss for words. That’s

when you start regurgitating, and you

stop those selling conversations. Your

facts and spiel end up being

conversation filler, instead of being a

conversation enabler.

It’s hard to break those habits,

especially if we come from professional

disciplines which are steeped in facts,

figures, and details. If you are a sales

engineer or an engineer, you are

trained to always have the right

answer. You are in command of your

professional expertise. If you are in a

sales role, you’ve done your

homework; you have statistics and info

graphics galore. You are looking for a

trigger in your conversation to open the

floodgates and spew forth all of your

fabulous information. That’s not a

selling conversation.

Stop yourself. When you are

regurgitating, you are showcasing your

salesmanship or your company’s

expertise. You are talking about

yourself and your own knowledge

about your company. You exclude your

customer.

Stop yourself. When you are

regurgitating, you are filling the gaps in

the selling conversation. Nature abhors

vacuums. So do sales and engineering

folks. Dead air time is filled with chatter

– usually yours - much to the chagrin of

your customer.

Stop yourself. Give your

colleagues and customers time to

collect their thoughts. What you bring

to their business development table

may cause them to think of the same-

old, only differently. Allow them to

articulate this insight to you. Did you

ever think about your selling

conversations in this manner?

This week, work to eliminate filler

from your selling conversations. If your

customers take a while to answer your

emails or respond to your

conversation, get the dialogue re-

started with a question like: “I can see

you are pondering what we we’ve been

discussing. What are you thinking

about regarding possibilities and

outcomes?”

That approach may shift you out of

being perceived as a walking

brochure on legs and into the

category of thought leader, valued

resource and collaborative partner.

Congratulations! You’ve stopped

regurgitating. You’ve started relevant

selling conversations.                          �

This article was written by
Babette Ten Haken.

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

Buyers invest in possibilities and outcomes, not
specifications, features and benefits. Yet at some point
in every selling conversation, we find ourselves lapsing
into talking-head mode. 

It’s hard to break
those habits,

especially if we come
from professional

disciplines which are
steeped in facts,

figures, and details.

Babette Ten Haken

Start Selling Conversations.
Stop Regurgitating.
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The annual Top Sales & Marketing Awards contest has been created to hail “the
heroes” of the sales and marketing space; to laud those companies and individuals
who have gone that extra mile; who have been unafraid to challenge paradigms; who
have had the courage to pioneer, when others remained wedded to the status quo.
You will find the 2013 timeline over in the right-hand column, but should you require
any additional information, or have an interest in becoming a 2013 sponsor, please
email Jonathan Farrington – jf@topsalesworld.com

The 2013 Top Sales

& Marketing

Awards

The Timeline ...

May 14th

Categories Announced

May 21st

Nominations Invited

November 5th 

Last Date For

Nominations

November 12th 

Judging Panels

Announced

November 17th

Finalists Announced

November 24th

Polls Open

December 13th

Polls Close

December 17th

Live Online

Awards Ceremony

2013 Awards

Categories

� Top Sales & Marketing 
Thought Leader

� Top Sales & Marketing Article
� Top Sales & Marketing

Assessment Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing Blog
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Blog Post
� Top Sales & Marketing Book
� Top Sales & Marketing 

CRM Solution
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Data Provider
� Top Sales & Marketing

eBook/White Paper
� Top Sales & Marketing

Productivity Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Resource Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Social Media Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Linkedin Group
� Top Sales & Marketing Video
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Marketing Video

You can nominate here �

2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
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The changing dynamics between

buyers and sellers are also driven

by larger societal trends that are

affecting us all: the proliferation of

information, the mobility of the work

force, the ease of communication and

the globalization of markets. And these

and other trends have altered the way

we live. Similarly, they have altered the

way we work. The overriding insight

shared by these best sales forces,

simply stated is A customer’s decision

to buy anything is first of all a decision

to “outsource” the particular product or

service rather than produce it

themselves. They understand their

goal is to be “the outsource of

preference” and to add value to the

customer’s business.

They have also understood that

they have to “walk in the customer’s

shoes” to understand their customer’s

business and how their customer will

need to satisfy their own customers.

“What would the customer have done

first if they had decided to “insource

that service” The answer is clear: They

would appoint a manager or executive

to manage that part of the business.

The salesperson is the new surrogate

executive…an “outsourced manager”. 

New Requirements, New
Culture
To be the “Outsource of Preference”

forces a seller to refocus the corporate

culture. Creative engineers or other

technical experts who invent new

products are not enough to sustain a

competitive advantage.

To put the changes in perspective,

think of how differently you yourself

purchase things now than you did in

the past. Recall how you might have

purchased a television in 1990.

Without the internet and easy access

to information, your search for a TV

probably began with a newspaper and

a trip to an electronics store. When

you encountered a retail salesperson,

you were likely early in your buying

process. You were probably still in

“education” mode and wanting to learn

about the products that were available. 

By the time you encounter a

salesperson today, you have probably

already educated yourself on the

alternatives and begun to narrow your

choices. And with the increased

complexity of the products (high-

definition formats, flat-panels, etc.),

you have probably also amassed a

long list of technical questions that you

will expect the salesperson to answer

with great authority and confidence.

Compared to 1992, you are a much

more sophisticated, savvy buyer.

Consequently, you are a more

demanding buyer. You are less

tolerant of the typical deer-in-the-

headlights salesperson who is no

more useful than the tag on the retail

display that you can read for yourself.

You expect salespeople to be skilled,

knowledgeable, and above all, value-

added. If salespeople cannot

demonstrate in a very brief amount of

time that they can understand and

resolve your concerns, you will quickly

discard them and move on to another

salesperson or to another electronics

store.

In the Business to business sales

world these examples are magnified

many times over.

Since 1992, Chally has been

conducting comprehensive World

Class Sales benchmarking studies.

The studies have collected data from

over 80,000 business decision makers

on over 7,300 sales forces to gain a

better understanding of what it takes to

become a World Class Sales

organization as requirements and

demands change. The research is

uniquely distinguished because it is

customer-centric, empirical and

represents a comprehensive statistical

sample. 

This research confirms that

customers expect salespeople to

transform themselves into

professionals who are deft at

identifying and satisfying their new

buying needs. This list of expectations

in past research essentially defines

the role of the new sales professional

of the 21st century. In the customers’

own words…

� Need #1: Be personally

accountable for our desired

result…the out-sourced manager

� Need #2: Understand our

business…especially understand how

we can win our own customers

� Need #3: Be on our side…well

enough to manage your own

organization t prioritize our needs and

assure that they are met.

� Need #4: Design the right

applications

� Need #5: Be easily accessible

� Need #6: Solve our problems

� Need #7: Be creative in responding

to our needs

Visit the World Class Sales website at

www.worldclass-sales.com to view

past benchmark reports as well as the

list of prestigious winners such as

Global Imaging, Corporate Express,

Applied Industrial Technologies,

Insight Enterprises, GM Parts, 3M,

Toyota, Graybar Electric, IBM, and

AT&T to name a few. Benchmark their

organization against the best of the

best in their industry!                            �

This article was written by
Howard Stevens.

To find out more about Howard, visit:
http://chally.com/

By the time you
encounter a

salesperson today,
you have probably
already educated

yourself on the
alternatives and
begun to narrow

your choices.

Howard Stevens 
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If there were a theme for the results of the last World Class Sales Benchmark
Research, conducted by Chally Group Worldwide, it would have to be the speed and
drastic degree of the changes customers are requiring of salespeople. The changes
driven by the demands that customers are placing on salespeople are forcing sales
forces look at the role of sales in a whole new light.

Evolution to Revolution:
the theme of the World
Class Sales Research? 

14 Top Sales World Magazine September 2013



But Tony didn’t just motivate the

audience. He gave us some real

business value. Here is something I

learned that day and have used

dozens of times since: BEND-WIMP. 

Tony explained that when meeting

with an important executive for the

first time, we need to have a pretty

comprehensive understanding of who

they are and what’s on their mind.

BEND-WIMP is an acronym for Tony’s

checklist. Here it is:

B – Beliefs. What are the person’s

beliefs about you, your company, your

product? It would be really helpful to

know that before you meet the

person.

E – Evaluate. How does the person

evaluate? Gut feel? Dependence on a

recommendation from a trusted

advisor? What questions might they

ask?

N – Needs. What are their business

needs? What will enable them to

achieve their business plan?

D – Desire. What do they want on a

personal level? (I think about Larry

Ellison and the America’s Cup.)

W – Wounds. Where have they gone

off the track. Mistakes, errors in

strategy, execution, judgment? What

subjects should you stay away from

discussing?

I – Interests. What are their personal

interests? What common ground

might you have with them?

M – Mentors. Who are their mentors?

Whose books do they read? What

business leaders do they emulate? I

won a new customer years ago

because I found out that the CEO had

all his people read Who Moved the

Cheese? I read the book on the plane

on the way to the sales call.

P – Proud. What are they proud of?

Accomplishments, big wins, etc.?

LinkedIn, which wasn’t around in

1994, is a great tool for doing your

BEND-WIMP. I find people in my

network who have worked directly or

even several levels down from my

targeted executive. As I fill in my

checklist, a clear picture of that

person emerges. I’m sure you can

imagine how much more effective

than an ad-hoc Internet search this

process is.

BEND-WIMP has paid big

dividends for me. Give it a try.              �

How to Really Prepare for Meeting
with a Decision-Maker
Back in 1994 I attended a Tony Robbins seminar. It was
held at the Navy Pier in Chicago. Five or six hours into
the session, Tony had us in a state where he could ask
these two questions: “Think about something you
always wanted to do, but for some reason, you never
did it. Write it down.” Then, “Think about something
you always wanted to have, but for some reason, you
never bought. Write it down as well.” Within 6 months I
earned my private pilot’s license. Six months after that I
owned a single-engine Cessna. Now that’s what I call
motivation.

This article was written by
Dave Stein.

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.esresearch.com

Dave Stein
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I find people in my
network who have
worked directly or
even several levels

down from my
targeted executive. 

http://www.perfectpitch24.com/


The absolute, without a doubt, most

important consideration is whether

or not salespeople will willingly adopt

the CRM you choose. (See The

9Billion CRM Debacle). And the two

best predictors of sales rep adoption

are: 

1. how useful the system is (to

the salesperson)

2. how easy it is (for the

salesperson) to use 

With so much choice, let me

provide you with a head-start in your

evaluation and tell you about a best

kept secret—PipelineDeals. 

One of the biggest reasons I’m a

fan of PipelineDeals is that they’ve

somehow managed to pack all the

features you’d expect in a modern

CRM system (usefulness) without

adding complexity (ease-of-use).

PipelineDeals charges a mere

$24/user/month which includes all

features, unlimited data storage, no

hidden fees (aren’t you glad you read

this article?).

Let’s compare and contrast what

you’ll find in a CRM system that’s

doomed for poor adoption versus what

you’ll find with PipelineDeals.

Doomed CRM
� Screens are clogged with fields and

data

� Too many screens requiring lots of

back-and-forth.

� Standard sales process and deal

stages

� Sales reps spend too much time

scheduling and logging tasks and

activities. (major adoption issue) 

� Difficult to know “who’s doing what”

� Poorly implemented mobile access

� Confusing and complicated report

creation process

Pipeline Deals
� Clean interface on every screen

� Home page is organized with the

essentials for reps to manage their day.

And everything reps need to manage a

deal is in one place. 

� You can customize deal stages to

match your workflow and sales

process.

� Save precious selling time with

customizable deal templates. A

template consists of a list of tasks with

flexible timeframes. When reps select

a template, all tasks are automatically

added to the deal. How easy (and

useful) is that?!

� With delegation and collaboration

functionality, you’ll know what each

team member is doing with each

contact and lead. Work together more

effectively. 

� Clean interface optimized for

mobile browsers at no additional cost.

View your data any way you want it.

Slice and dice information in seconds

with flexible filtering and sorting

features. Make changes on the fly with

inline editing.

CRM systems often require a great

deal of limited resources to implement

and customize. And customization is

key if it’s to fit your sales environment

and processes. There are plenty of

horror stories about companies

needing months to configure their

system. Companies often end up

hiring outside consultants to figure it all

out.

PipelineDeals is different. You can

complete their streamlined set-up
process in minutes In fact, it’s likely

that you can deploy PipelineDeals and

move all of your salespeople onto it the

very same day. 

Usefulness, ease-of-use, economic

pricing, and fast implementation are all

reasons why PipelineDeals is the CRM

for the rest of us.                                    �

CRM for the Rest of Us 
Salesforce CRM and Microsoft Dynamics are the most
well-known CRM programs. They each have a huge
install base but just because they have a lot of
customers, doesn’t mean that either one is the right
program for you. 

This article was written by
Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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1. Through Observation. It’s

essential that every manager takes

the time to observe their direct

reports in the field or on the phone,

presenting or interacting with their

customers and prospects. This is one

of the most essential activities any

manager can engage in. Otherwise,

you run the risk of relying solely on

what you hear from your salespeople

and while it may be a truth, it’s only a

subjective or partial truth or piece of

the puzzle based what they see

solely through their eyes. Like a great

sport coach on the sidelines,

observation will help identify the

‘blind spots’ that every salesperson

has in order to get a full panoramic

view of the most objective truth and

what is really going on. After all, it’s

very difficult to self diagnose when

you’re in the middle of the game. 

2. Through Conversation. Whether

on the telephone or face to face,

regardless if this happens during

normal conversation or a scheduled

coaching session, the Gap can also

be identified in every interaction you

have. Creating the safe space that

allows people the time to process

their thoughts, challenges and

feelings on their own encourages a

deeper level of self awareness which

fosters more accurate self diagnosis

and strengthens their problem

solving skills. While certain strategic

opportunities, skill gaps, assumptions

or misconceptions can be identified,

keep in mind; any great coaching

must be complemented with

observation so that you have the first

hand evidence of what is really going

on without relying solely on one

source – the person you are

coaching.

3. Through Evaluation and
Inspection: While many managers

hide behind and rely too heavily on

diagnosing problems through

inspection and the analysis of

reports, spreadsheets and data, it is

ironically often the least effective of

these three strategies managers

count on to uncover the Gap. Even

conducting peer to peer or customer

interviews to gain further insight

about your direct report, while

immensely valuable, still only provide

you with a portion of the story.

However, when used in conjunction

with the other two strategies, this

becomes another useful

complimentary component to identify

where certain activities, results and

skills may be lacking. Keep in mind,

data only shows you what is going on

and can also be subjective. It doesn’t

tell you why it’s happening. As such,

observation and coaching

conversations must also be

leveraged to get the full story, rather

than a small portion of the story to

uncover the specific areas you can

coach someone on. Remember, you

are, first and foremost a people

manager, not a data manager. 

Instead of sharing what you

perceive to be the solution to a

problem before understanding the

person’s specific needs, challenge or

root cause of an issue, rely on deeper

questions to assist in recognizing the

Gap in every coaching conversation

or situation with your staff. Whether

the Gap is identified by you or the

person you’re coaching, this will

elevate your awareness so that you

can pinpoint what is really going on

with laser-like accuracy. 

Any great coach realizes there’s

not just one ‘right answer’ when

coaching or only one way to uncover

a powerful coaching moment.

Leveraging these three distinct

approaches will ensure that you are

precisely coaching to the relevant

Gap. Moreover, it will demonstrate

the importance of investing the

proper time to uncover a meaningful

coaching opportunity rather than one

that is hollow, inaccurate and

ineffective. Improving your accuracy

in uncovering the proper Gap to

coach on will facilitate the changes in

behavior that will lead to improved

performance – and masterful

coaching.                                             �

Actually, uncovering what you can

coach someone on, from a

tactical perspective, is actually the

easy part. Managers are pretty good

at recognizing problems, needed

strategies and desired outcomes.

However, it’s uncovering the why (the

real source of the issue) and the who

or the often very elusive and limiting

thinking, assumptions or outlook

people have which is ultimately

preceding and driving their actions

and behavior that is the tricky part and

why many of the strategies and

answers managers share either do

not work or work well enough to

become the long term solution. (If

you’ve ever found yourself delivering

‘repetitive coaching’ or having the

same conversation with your direct

reports, that’s a sign that you haven’t

gotten to the actual source of the

issue or you’re spending your time on

the wrong issue, digging in the wrong

hole with no treasure to be found.) 

Demonstrating this ability to get to

the core of the right issue that leads to

measurable and positive change is a

true testament of an exceptional

coach. The good news is, you can

learn how to more precisely uncover

those exceptional opportunities to

deliver timely, relevant and powerful

coaching. Here are some ideas that

will guide you on the path to do so. 

Regardless of the topic, skill,

problem or mindset you’ve identified

as a possible focal point in your

coaching, there is one factor that’s

always applicable in every coaching

scenario. It also happens to be the

very thing each coaching opportunity

has in common. That is – The Gap.

The Gap is the space that exists

between where the person is today

and where they want or need to be or

what is possible for them to achieve.

It’s the void that exists between the

person and their goal or solution; and

where the coaching opportunity will

evolve from that they often cannot see

on their own. As a coach, it’s your

responsibility to identify and fill in this

Gap. The question is, how, exactly, do

you accurately uncover this Gap? 

There are three primary ways you

can identify the Gap. 
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This article was written by
Keith Rosen.

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://keithrosen.com/

Where do you look for and
uncover that ‘perfect’
coaching moment? How
do you recognize where
your direct reports need
coaching and could
benefit from the coaching
most?

How Great Managers Recognize the
Right Opportunities for Coaching 

As a coach, it’s your
responsibility to

identify and fill in this
Gap. The question is,
how, exactly, do you
accurately uncover

this Gap? 

Keith Rosen
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If you care about the effectiveness of

your marketing campaigns or the

productivity of your sales teams; you

need to invest in your data!

Take a look at your CRM, how

many records are there? Whatever

the number, I bet that it makes you

feel all warm and fuzzy inside doesn’t

it?

Well, I guarantee that at least 25%

of those records are garbage. The

person is gone, the contact info is

wrong or they’ve long since changed

jobs.. 

The Illness
Bad data is probably handicapping

your sales team by at least 25%! Your

email campaigns are bouncing, your

LeadGen & Sales Reps are spending

time looking for the right guy and all

this is adding up to a lot of non-selling

time.

If you've already invested in

marketing automation, sales

enablement tools, power dialers or

services that allow you to speak to

more people in an hour than ever

before but not in your data… my

question is….WHY?

Those tools are fabulous
machines fueled by data. 

"But I do invest," you say, "I buy

lists from various data sources,

receive attendee information from

trade shows and import leads from

our website, etc." Yes, this is all good,

but what is the process for keeping

the data fresh?

You have to assume that at least

25% of your data will “go bad” every

year. That expiration has a direct cost

associated to your sales & marketing

efforts.. 

So, what do you do? The
Cure
Embrace the fact that investing in

your data is a process not an event.

Data needs to be a line item on your

budget and not a checkbox you fill in

once and are done with.

Many data vendors have figured

this out and now provide “data

hygiene” services. You give them a

portion of your database and they

correct bad information and append

new information. You pay only for

what they change or add. How

awesome is that? 

Add to that an emerging trend we

are seeing in the form of data analysts

or data researchers. This is a full time

resource that many organizations

have put in place that actually front

ends the sales process. 

Finally, here is a great quote from

Sirius Decisions on this very issue.

"The longer incorrect records remain

in a database, the greater the financial

impact. This point is illustrated by the

1-10-100 rule: It takes $1 to verify a

record as its entered $10 to cleanse

and de-dupe it and $100 if nothing is

done, as the ramifications of the

mistakes are felt over and over again."

Final words of advice
Stop looking at those bright, shiny

productivity tools that may or may not

give you an ROI and get back to

basics. Data is the Doctor and it is

time to take your medicine                �

This article was written by
Trish Bertuzzi.

To find out more about Trish, visit:
www.bridgegroupinc.com/

Ready… “The Doctor is in and will see you now.” 
Every day I spend time talking to Sales & Marketing
Execs about how they can improve the results of their
Inside Sales teams. And every day I give the same
advice….

Trish Bertuzzi

Data is the Doctor 
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales magazine.
August’s winner was Mike
Schultz.

Top Sales Article
August 2013
Top Sales Article
August 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
August 2013

A U G U S T  2 0 1 3

Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for August was Etien
D’Hollander.

Dogfooding: is it part of your
CRM selection process? 

A U G U S T  2 0 1 3

Wikipedia-”Dogfooding can be a way

for a company to demonstrate

confidence in its own products. The

idea is that if the company expects

customers to buy its products, it

should also be willing to use those

products. Hence dogfooding can act

as a kind of testimonial advertising.”

I recently had the opportunity to

present my product to the VP of Sales

Support at a major insurance

company.  They had a legacy CRM

system that had been deemed

ineffective mostly because of sales

agent compliance and were looking

for something new.

The VP had done his research:

internally to the key stake holders, the

sales agents, managers, IT

department, marketing and HR; and

externally to the insurance industry

and even outside his industry.

His challenges were significant.

The sales force in consideration was

one that considered themselves to be

independent contractors and treated

sales reporting as a necessary evil at

best and a waste of time at worst. The

management team had lost contact

with their customers, products and

direction.

Based on his research, the VP

came up with 4 key features that he

believed were critical for the

successful implementation of a new

CRM system:

Primarily mobile based and

preferably a 100% mobile platform.

1. Fast and easy for the sales agents

to learn and use.

2. Helps the sales agents make more

money.

3. Gives impactful and insightful

information about the customers and

the sales agents.

With these features in hand he did

his research and short listed 7

companies who were then asked to

present their products. They were the

usual companies that we all know

about.

At the end of my presentation he

asked me two very interesting

questions and the reason for this blog.

His first was “Ok, so you just had a

sales meeting with me. I want to

watch you submit your sales report

from your mobile device into your

CRM system.” The second was, “I

have had 4 interactions with you up

until now and I would like to see the

records of those sales reports in your

CRM data system.”

The VP confided in me that 5 of the

7 companies could do neither ...

CONVINCE

con•vince

1. Cause (someone) to believe firmly

in the truth of something.

2. Persuade (someone) to take

action.

Building confidence in the validity of

an idea. Inspiring action.

The sellers who do these best sell

the most.

While a few do insight selling

naturally, many struggle. Sellers might

know with great certainty that when

buyers buy they’ll be better off as a

result, but they just can’t get the

buyers to believe it too.

What’s interesting, though, is that

the sellers who are good at selling an

idea and those who aren’t often both

understand the idea and its

importance. It’s just that some

communicate it far better than others.

Those that do insight selling well—

whether they know it or not—satisfy

the same basic criteria every time,

following the same story format. And

the great thing is this: the basic

structure is simple and learnable. We

call this basic structure a Convincing

Story.

The underlying structure of a

Convincing Story looks like this (click
here for PDF):

Essentially, every Convincing

Story should answer 3 questions:

1. What do I want them to learn?

2. What do I want them to feel?

3. What do I want them to do?

Follow the format, and you’ll get the

response you seek.

The 7 key components of the

Convincing Story are:

Connection – Establish Credibility:
Build rapport and establish credibility

by demonstrating keen insight into

their world. This can be an overview of

industry trends that are influencing

everything, technology changes that

change the game, or an overview of

any context that is relevant to them

and gets them saying, "They get it" or

"They get us."

Once you establish yourself as

knowing what you’re talking about,

you’ll get their attention and build

curiosity in hearing the rest of what

you have to say. Note, however, that

you are not the hero of the story. They

are. You establish yourself by

establishing your relevance to them ...
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Bringing Insight Selling Alive –
How to Tell a Convincing Story 

Read More Here� Read More Here�

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/dogfooding-is-it-part-of-your-crm-selection-process/
http://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/bringing-insight-selling-alive-how-to-tell-a-convincing-story/
http://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/bringing-insight-selling-alive-how-to-tell-a-convincing-story/rain-group-convincing-story/


How much are referrals worth to you?
THE VALUE OF REFERRAL SALES

$156.1K 

$11.5K 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Quarter Ending 

22 TOUCH* 

COLD CALLING 

VS. 

AVG SALES/USER/YR 
(@ $6,500 per referral) 

JENNIFER DEROIN
Business Development Director
Nichols Group

“We are a professional services business where trust 
and relationships matter. We get exceptional sales 
results with 22 Touch. It’s dignified, simple to use, 
and creates a steady stream of referred business.”

- JENNIFER DEROIN

Turn contacts into relationships 
and relationships into sales.
Relationships are the key to a successful life and business. Use 22 Touch to connect on 
a personal level with the people who matter. Whether they’re prospects, referral sources 
or current customers, we turn contacts into relationships and relationships into sales.

“22 Touch is an extremely cost-effective and time-efficient way to automate a 
high-touch prospecting system to acquire clients and build your business. I 
highly recommend it.” 

– BILL BACHRACH, CEO
  Bachrach & Associates, Inc.

“22 Touch provides me with the structure I need to connect with my important 
relationships.”

– STEPHEN HOOD
Financial Advisor

“In first month of using 22 Touch I received 4 referrals. It has made a positive 
impact on how I build trust with my prospects and helps me achieve my sales 
goals.” – BARRETT WHITTINGTON

Payroll Services Sales Manager

www.22touch.com

THE PROCESS

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEEWHAT IS 22 TOUCH?

90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEE

Use our “wizard”
for a fast start

Easily upload 
your contacts

Automatically schedules
touches and reminders

3

Connect with substance 
using system selected 
articles, blogs & news 

5

1

2

Expand your skills with 
our video training series

4

http://22touch.com/what-is-22-touch-video/
http://app.22touch.com/registration
http://22touch.com/
http://22touch.com/
http://app.22touch.com/registration


While we strive to make the jobs

of sales managers and sales

representatives as easy as possible

with our CRM system, there’s much

more to a holistic, big picture

approach to sales.

We’ve recently been focusing on

two key things that are helping us

improve our sales, and they can help

you, too. They are “Dogfooding” and

Net Promoter Scores.

Dogfooding
You may be familiar with the concept

of dogfooding, also stated as “eating

your own dog food.” It may be a bit of

a cliché, but it is an easy way for a

company to demonstrate confidence

in its own products. If you expect

someone to buy your products, you

should also be not just willing to use

them yourself, but actively using them

on a daily basis.

In our case, we had a prospect, a
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VP, who was evaluating a short list of

seven companies who had CRM with

features that he deemed critical to his

unique sales situation. When we met

with him to present our system, he

had two requests:

� To let him watch us submit a sales

report from a mobile device into our

CRM system; and

� To have us pull up a record of past

interactions with him from our CRM.

The VP shared with us that five of the

seven companies on his short list

could not execute these two

requests. He eliminated them

immediately because he could not

justify purchasing a product that is

this critical if the company who

creates and sells it could not

demonstrate their own commitment

to and belief in it.

At a sales productivity conference,

we asked nine CRM companies to

show us how to create a prospect

record and submit a sales report for

that record from a mobile device. Not

one could.

Net Promoter Scores
If you’re not familiar with Net

Promoter Scores (NPS), the concept

is to distill customer satisfaction down

to its core – just one question” “On a

scale of zero to ten, how likely is it

that you would recommend us to

another person or business?”

The scale then breaks down like

this:

� Those that respond with a zero to

a six are “Detractors.”

� Sevens and eights are “Fence

Sitters.”

� Nines and tens are “Promotors.”

� Your Net Promoter Score is the

percentage of promoters minus the

percentage of detractors.

In our world, we constantly encounter

companies that struggle with sales

rep engagement and sales reporting

compliance with their CRM system.

Others find the same thing, as

demonstrated by Nancy Nardin’s

recent piece on The $9 Billion CRM
Debacle and ClearSlide’s story, 4
Reasons Why It’s Time To Reboot
Sales Technology.

We went looking for any existing

research in the CRM space where

feedback from sales reps had been

gathered regarding their compliance

and engagement. We were surprised

that we were not able to find any. It

seemed a pretty simple – and

important – thing to ask sales rep

users how their CRM company was

doing, but it seems that not many do

(or perhaps they do, and don’t make

those response public).

We wanted feedback from our

users, and went with the NPS to keep

things as simple as possible. We also

offered the incentive of the

opportunity to win an iPad through a

random drawing to encourage more

responses. We asked participants to

offer:

1. Comments

2. Suggestions

3. Where they rate us on the Net

Promoter Score scale.

We were pleased to receive an NPS

from sales reps using our system of

8.59, or 85.9%, well into the

Promoters category. Our median

score was 9.0, and 35 percent of

respondents gave us a 10, indicating

they would strongly recommend us to

another person or business. Our

lowest score was a 5, so clearly we

still have work to do; but it was

encouraging to get positive feedback

on our efforts to create a CRM that

directly addresses some of the

biggest concerns of organizations

and sales managers have about the

sales process.

What important tools or

approaches have you discovered

recently that help you drive sales and

keep your reps and your customers

happy?                                                   �

Etien D’Hollander

This article was written by
Etien D’Hollander.

To find out more about Etien, visit:
www.frontrow-solutions.com/

At Front Row Solutions, we are always on the lookout
for Top Sales Tips and ideas on how we, and our
customers, can better approach the sales process each
and every day.

NPS and Dogfooding Help
Drive Your Sales Efforts 

In our case, we had a
prospect, a VP, who

was evaluating a
short list of seven

companies who had
CRM with features

that he deemed
critical to his unique

sales situation. 
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Perhaps the thinking is that once

the customer has made a

purchase, there is nothing more to sell.

If the company size is small or maybe

you are a one product company, I

suppose this could be true. Largely

though, I think that the opposite is true

and that sales opportunities are being

missed.

When I think about a seller’s role, it

is to develop and cultivate new sales

opportunities while continuing to mine

for new gold within existing accounts.

Depending on the size of your

organization, you may have

strategically decided that some of your

sales people will focus on the hunting

and other will focus on the nurturing.

But whether you are hunting new

business or selling deeper into existing

accounts, you have to keep in mind

that your message matters. 

Lose the Pitch
One of the more egregious mistakes

often made is pitching a customer with

a message that clearly shows that you

have no idea that they are, in fact, a

customer. Last week, I received such a

sales pitch from a CRM provider

pitching me on a new service. For 3

years, I have been their customer, but

it was clear that this sales rep didn’t

know it. 

Other pitches come in the form of

unsolicited sales spam that are poorly

written, generic and focused on the

seller not the buyer.

In various forms, thousands of

sales messages are being sent to

potential prospects each day. How

much thought is being put into the core

content of those messages? In my

opinion, not much thought at all. 

Blah Blah Blah
That is exactly what your prospects

and probably your customers are

saying to themselves as they read

your pitch. It doesn’t matter if it is print,

phone calls, email, LinkedIn InMails,

newsletters, Tweets or Facebook

posts, you have to be asking yourself –

from the perspective of the prospect or

customer – does your message

convey that you know something

about them and the troubles they

face? If the goal is to increase leads

and secure more sales meetings, you

lose every chance of making that

happen if you are not viewed as a

credible resource worthy of having a

buying conversation.

Time is tight and competition is

fierce in most industries. Why waste

effort sending out messages that land

in the trash bin rather than as a

meeting on the prospects calendar?

The problem is that activity is being

confused with sales effectiveness,

which only creates a perception that

what is being done will lead to sales

results.

If you want the bling, you have to

do away with the blah blah blah. Your

customers and your prospects will

thank you!                                               �

Barb Giamanco

This article was written by
Barb Giamanco.

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/

Turning Blah Blah
Blah into Bling 

One of the more
egregious mistakes

often made is
pitching a customer
with a message that

clearly shows that
you have no idea that

they are, in fact, a
customer. 
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Sales activity today appears to place far more emphasis
on scrambling to get a deal with that next new client
than it does on nurturing existing customers. Frankly,
that puzzles me. It doesn’t matter what industry you
serve, retention of your existing customer base should
always be your number one priority.

ENTER THE
SALES THOUGHT LEADERS ....
Linda Richardson and Jonathan Farrington, two of the most respected thought
leaders within the sales space have teamed up to create a brand new blog …

with a little help from their friends

"There is a new conversation taking place right now: It centers around the future of pro-
fessional selling, and focuses on the incredible changes that have taken place during the
past three years – more changes than we have witnessed in the previous fifty years in

fact.We want to extend that dialogue, and explore what is going to come next."

VISIT HERE

http://thesalesthoughtleaders.com/
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SalesSpeak: The Good, the
Bad & the Unforgivable

Insights Top 7 Lies about Lead
Generation

Exciting Times
@ OneSource

Trish Bertuzzi � Linda Richardson � Dan McDade � James Rodgers �

Top Sales HardTalk Interviews

How To Measure Your
“Social Value? 

How to Lose Your
Customers in 10 Easy Steps 

How to Recognize Words
that Kill Sales  

How to Self-Program
For Leadership

Here � Here � Here � Here �

How to Guides

Is it Time to Take Your
Lead Generation Activities

More Seriously? 

Styles Of Negotiation Closing Is Not, and
Never Has Been, the End

Of The Road 

5 Generations of Selling 

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Sales Team Development Sessions

Always Question, but
Never, Ever, Doubt Your

Ability to Succeed

Winning Is All About
Influencing

You Don’t Need To Be
Manager To Be A Leader 

What Makes a Successful
Sales Team? 

Here � Here � Here � Here �

Leadership Skills
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Top Sales Management Highlights
August 2013

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesHardTalk/August_13/rec_trish.bertuzzi_01_Jul_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-measure-your-social-value/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/is-it-time-to-take-your-lead-generation-activities-more-seriously/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/always-question-but-never-ever-doubt-your-ability-to-succeed/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/Linda_Richardson_Feb_Insights_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-lose-your-customers-in-10-easy-steps/
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There is a commonly reproduced

symbol, which many believe

holds the secret to personal fulfilment

and business success - it usually

takes the form of a triangle

In 1943, the US psychologist

Abraham Maslow published a paper

called A Theory of Human
Motivation, in which he said that

people had five sets of needs, which

come in a particular order. As each

level of needs is satisfied, the desire

to fulfil the next set kicks in.

First, we have the basic needs for

bodily functioning - fulfilled by eating,

drinking etc. Maslow also included

sexual needs in this group.

Then there is the desire to be safe,

and secure in the knowledge that

those basic needs will be fulfilled in

the future too. After that comes our

need for love, friendship and

company. At this stage, Maslow

writes, the individual "may even

forget that once, when he was

hungry, he sneered at love".

The next stage is all about social

recognition, status and respect. And

the final stage, represented in the

graphic as the topmost tip of the

triangle, Maslow labelled with the

psychologists' term "self-

actualisation".

It's about fulfilment - doing the

thing that you were put on the planet

to do. "A musician must make music,

an artist must paint, a poet must

write, if he is to be ultimately happy,"

wrote Maslow. "What a man can be,

he must be."

Managers use Maslow's hierarchy

to identify the needs of their staff and

help them feel fulfilled, whether it's by

giving them a pet project, a fancy job

title or flexible working arrangements,

so they can pursue their interests

outside the workplace.

In the second half of the 20th

Century, bosses began to realise that

employees' hopes, feelings and

needs had an impact on

performance. In 1960, Douglas

McGregor published The Human

Side of Enterprise, which contrasted

traditional managerial styles with a

people-centred approach inspired by

Maslow. It became a best-seller.

Some managers began to move

away from a purely "transactional"

contract with a company's staff, in

which they received money in

exchange for doing a job, to a

complex "relational" one, where a

company offered opportunities for an

individual to feel fulfilled, but

expected more in return.

According to Douglas Kenrick at

Arizona State University, the appeal

of Maslow's hierarchy can be

explained by the fact that it reflects a

pattern of growth we observe in

children.

"I have a child who is six years old

and I noticed that when he was an

infant he couldn't care less about

public opinion," Kenrick says. "In

kindergarten he started to worry

about making friends but he didn't

really care about getting respect from

those people. And now he's in the first

grade and you can see he's

beginning to think about his friends'

opinions and what status they hold

him in."

Muddying things slightly, Maslow

said that for some people, needs may

appear in a different order or be absent

altogether. Moreover, people felt a mix

of needs from different levels at any

one time, but they varied in degree.

There is a further problem with

Maslow's work. Margie Lachman, a

psychologist who works in the same

office as Maslow at his old university,

Brandeis in Massachusetts, admits

that her predecessor offered no

empirical evidence for his theory. "He

wanted to have the grand theory, the

grand ideas - and he wanted someone

else to put it to the hardcore scientific

test," she says. "It never quite

materialised."

However, after Maslow's death in

1970, researchers did undertake a

more detailed investigation, with

attitude-based surveys and field

studies testing out the Hierarchy of

Needs.

"When you analyse them, the five

needs just don't drop out," says

Hodgkinson. "The actual structure of

motivation doesn't fit the theory. And

that led to a lot of discussion and

debate, and new theories evolved as a

consequence."

"He really was ground-breaking in

his thinking," Lachman says. "He was

saying that you weren't acting on the

basis of these uncontrollable,

unconscious desires. Your behaviour

was not just influenced by external

rewards and reinforcement, but there

were these internal needs and

motivations."

Maslow's friend, management guru

Warren Bennis, believes the quality

underlying all Maslow's thinking was

his striking optimism about human

nature and society.

"Abe Maslow, a Jewish kid who

really grew up poor, represented the

American dream," he says. "All of his

psychology really had to do with

possibility, not restraints. His

metaphysics were all about the

possibilities of change, the possibilities

of the human being to really fit into the

democratic mode."

The lesser-spotted self-
actualiser
� Maslow said only 2% of people

reached the stage of self-actualisation

� He wanted to study self-actualisers

but he said it was extremely difficult to

find any

� In 1970 he published a list of

famous people he considered to have

been self-actualisers - the roll call

included Einstein (pictured), Mother

Teresa, Gandhi, Beethoven, Lincoln,

Eleanor Roosevelt and... Abraham

Maslow

� He believed they underwent "peak

experiences"- moments of sublime

inspiration and ecstasy

� He also said they were unusually

creative, spontaneous and had a

strange sense of humour (That

explains everything – JF)                    �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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Abraham Maslow and the
pyramid that beguiled business
The psychologist Abraham Maslow's theory of human
motivation is now 70 years old but continues to have a
strong influence on the world of business, and I have
used it in much of my own work. But what is it, and is it
right?
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discretionary training budget dollars as

they are unproven. The 2013 budget

increase is evidence it is working.

� Social selling has the highest lead

to close conversion rate of all

prospecting methodologies. Social

Selling sees about a 15% prospecting

conversion rate, at least 5 times

greater than the 3% prospecting

success rate from marketing activities.

When thinking about Social Selling,

think LinkedIn. It is the number one

platform used in B2B selling, capturing

56% of the share and growing at a

rapid pace. Facebook, Twitter,

Pinterest,  Tumblr, Google+ and many

others make up the remaining share;

suggesting LinkedIn is the single most

important social platform.

The 3 Steps to Social Selling
Excellence
There are three social selling steps

leading sales forces implement:

1. Create World-Class LinkedIn
Profiles: Prospects today rely on the

web to do their research. Not just

research on problems and their

solution options, but on people who

can help them in their journey. When a

buyer does a search looking for help,

which LinkedIn profiles appear? If not

a seller’s, the seller has lost an

opportunity. When a buyer looks at a

LinkedIn profile, the first question he

asks is if this person can help me –

Photo, Headline, Connections,

Experience, Organizations,

Honors/Awards, Projects, Education,

Skills, Experience, Endorsements,

Testimonials, etc. Is the profile

internally focused on the seller or the

seller’s company? Or is the profile

buyer centric? If the profile does not

convey the seller is someone worth

meeting, the buyer will not engage with

the seller.

2. Increase the Reach of the Sales
Force: This is done by multiplying the

number and quality of connections in

their LinkedIn database. In 2014, sales

forces will make or miss their number

based on the quantity and quality of

the team’s LinkedIn Connections.

LinkedIn Connections is the sales

database. Marketing has their own

database built from purchased lists,

website form fills, etc. A quality sales

database should be large enough to

support Social Selling. It must include

the right people. It cannot consist of

fraternity brothers, people from the

country club, etc. 

3. Generate Referrals Amongst
Buyers: To monetize the sales

database, a process is needed to get

warm introductions to decision makers

in target accounts.  Learn how leading

organizations use a 5 step process to

generate Social referrals. You can

review the full research findings by

signing up here.  It is a free onsite

session with you and your leaders.  In

this, you will learn about the most

effective forms of social debt. You will

also get equipped with dozens of tools,

templates and guides.  

What Should You Do Now?
Leading sales organizations are taking

4 immediate actions to get value out of

Social Selling.

1. Have the sales force re-write their

LinkedIn profiles to match the Buying

Process Map. The sales force needs to

represent themselves as a group who

understands the buyers they are trying

to reach.

2. Audit the LinkedIn connections of

the sales force for quantity and quality.

Determine if they have enough

effective reach.

3. Train the sales team on building

quality connections. Everyone needs

to grow their network intelligently.

4. Develop, train and implement a

social referring program.

Lastly, make sure to sign-up to review

SBI’s complete annual research study

here. The core area of focus in this

review is on social selling. Evolve your

sales force with the industry to “Make

Your Number.”  Your 2014 number

depends on it.                                          �

SBI research has
found sales forces

that depend primarily
on marketing for

opportunities to fill
the funnel are

unlikely to make the
number. 

Greg Alexander

This article was written by
Greg Alexander.

To find out more about Greg, visit:
www.salesbenchmarkindex.com
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In the past, a sales force had to

depend on marketing for sufficient

leads to make the number. Over the

last 3 years, SBI has seen an over

rotation in the dependence on

marketing. Marketing has created

optimism implementing lead

generation programs, lead

management initiatives, demand

generation programs, marketing

automation technology, etc. All these

tools are needed, but they are not

delivering the expected results. SBI

research has found sales forces that

depend primarily on marketing for

opportunities to fill the funnel are

unlikely to make the number. It is now

time for sales to take ownership of

opportunity identification through self-

reliant prospecting. The way to do that

in 2014 is through social selling. A

complete review of Social Selling

research can be reviewed at this
event.

Below are a few data points
to support this finding:
� Social Selling is the number one

source of rep generated opportunities.

Today, about 30% of opportunities are

sourced from marketing while 70%

are sourced by sales. Successful reps

began adopting social selling

techniques in 2012 to source their

own opportunities.

� Social Selling represents the

number one shift in sales training

dollars, a 48% increase in 2013. New

trends typically do not get significant

In 2013, social selling started to become mission
critical. Social selling has shown up in research from
time to time in the past. However, there has not been
enough evidence to prove it worked. That changed in
2013. SBI started to see proof that if sales forces put
forth the time and energy to master social selling, they
hit the number. It appears we are just getting started
on this trend and will see another 7 to 10 years of it.

Social Selling Has Become
Mission Critical
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As always, there is no “one size fits

all“, especially not if you equip

complex selling scenarios. Based on

my experience, SE professionals

should focus their effort on what really

matters to increase performance and

to drive transformation. Therefore,

let's discuss two challenger groups

and two target groups:

Groups for challenging your
concepts:
� A-Player - sales people: The

goal to engage with A-Players is to

get as much input as possible from

your most successful sales people.

Engaging with them is often a

challenge in itself: They are the

„troublemakers“ who challenge an

organization's processes and

systems all the time – which is

actually a gift for all! They are always

successful – whatever you provide.

Often, they cannot articulate pretty

well, what and how they are doing

differently. They just do, and lead.

Whatever enablement services you

will provide, check-in with your A-

Players, let them challenge your

ideas, your trainings, your content,

even entire frameworks, weave in

their feedback, before you roll-out

anything to the field. 

� A-Player - sales managers: Your

top sales managers have the same

importance - for two purposes:

First, it's regarding the enablement

services you will provide for their sales

people. Gather their feedback from a

sales coaching perspective and

integrate their feedback. Based on

their daily coaching experience, they

know exactly where and why which

sales people struggle the most. 

Second, challenge your sales

manager enablement services with

them. It can be a very challenging

undertaking, but it's absolutely worth

your effort, because the sales

managers have always the biggest

leverage effect regarding performance

and transformation. Everybody will

benefit if your top sales managers are

enablement evangelists.

Your main target groups:
� B-Players - sales people: They

are the most important target group for

all your sales enablement services you

are going to provide for sales people.

The goal is to empower them on their

journey towards the A-Players'

performance level. This is why it's so

important to incorporate their wisdom -

especially in complex sales. It's

essential to focus on principles rather

than on processes and check lists,

because every selling situation is

different. Engage with a group of B-

Players after you challenged your

services with the A-Players. Then,

adjust what's maybe not completely

understandable. 

� B-Players – sales managers:
After having challenged your sales

manager enablement program with a

few top sales managers, run a second

pilot with the B-Players, to make sure

that everything is well understandable

and can be well received to create the

most value for them. Focus especially

on the sales coaching framework and

connect the dots to the enablement

services for sales people. Make sure

that there is a lot of space to practice

sales coaching and to get coached on

coaching...

Focus on WHAT MATTERS MOST in

your specific environment – the most

important principle.                                �

This article was written by Tamara Schenk.
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Sales Enablement – How To Work With
Different Players In Your Sales Force 
What are your target groups for your enablement
services? “Sales people“ you may say, and as it's me who
is writing, you may add “sales managers“...But where is
your focus within these groups?

Optimize Sales Performance. Improve Revenues
Improve your sales strategy by attending 

The Sales Performance Management Conference, San Francisco.

� Topics covered will include:
� Hiring & Retention
� Sales Training
� Culture/Strategy
� Sales 2.0 Technology

� Compensation & Motivation
� Sales Process Optimization
� Sales Enablement
� Trends: Social Selling, Mobile, Gamification

Meet experts in sales, marketing, and sales operations.
Share ideas and best practices. Ensure your sales organization performs at peak levels.

Exclusive offer for STL visitors:
Save $250 when you register using this code: s20cjf250

http://www.sales20conf.com/SPM2013/


Maureen Ezekwugo, EVP Doctor

Community, RealSelf

"Spend as much time as you can

building your team's ability to compete

and win. The stronger your team, the

better your results. The opposite is

also true. You can't be the super-closer

and win enough business to succeed.

You can't serve the organization

before you serve your team. Your

quota is the combined quota of all of

your individual salespeople. The most

certain path to making your number it

work on ensuring that each individual

member makes their number. Coach.

Train. Develop."

Anthony Iannarino, Chief Sales
Officer, Solutions Staffing

"Everyone needs a coach, your job is

to teach sale process, allow for art in

communication, and provide a stable

emotional platform where sales people

can learn from their mistakes. Listen to

your team so you can course correct,

however do not make knee jerk

decisions. In order to be a solid sales

coach you must become a consciously

competent sales person so you can

teach people to be the same."

Jarrod Kleweno, Director 
of Corporate Sales, TalentWise

"A sales manager is equal parts drill

sargent and cheerleader. As a drill

sargent there are best practices and

rules of engagement that you must

teach, which may save your reps

proverbial life. Instilling these

lessons may sometimes require

breaking a rep down before building

them up. However once the lesson

is taught and learned you must

never forget to build them back up

again. Confidence breeds success

and therefore you must revert to

cheerleader mode if you want the

rep to take what you have given

them and run with it."

Jason Rasmussen, Director 
of Sales, Avvo

"Coach and lead rather than

manage your team. A sales

representative responds best to

those that assist them in becoming

the best they can be instead of

telling them what to do. Leading a

team is not pulling reports in your

direction. It is creating the vision

that everyone wins if they follow

your path."

Paul Leto, Director of Inside
Sales, F5 Networks

"Focus on developing your people.

Coach, coach and coach. It’s the

best investment you can make."

Jill Konrath, author of SNAP
Selling & Selling to Big
Companies

"First-time sales managers need

mentorship. If you are new to a

management job, it is very different

than being a top sales producer, for

example. Instead of trying to figure it

out as you go, find successful sales

leaders outside of your organization

who you can go to with a question or

a dilemma. If you are lucky enough

to have an outstanding leader who

you report to and who will help you

fail fast to success, then gain as

much knowledge and ideas from

them as you can. If that person is

not within your organization, find

them elsewhere. They are out

there."

Lori Richardson, president,
Score More Sales

"Be precise in all things! Don’t ask

how likely a deal is to close. That

question begs for an imprecise

answer. Instead, ask “what would

have to happen for the deal to

close,” or “what might happen that

could derail the deal.” Don’t tell

reps, “Some of you aren’t entering

your call notes. This is

unacceptable.” Instead, tell them

what information you expect after

each call and give them a means to

provide the information easily, no

excuses. Ambiguity leads to

misunderstanding, tension, conflict,

and lackluster results."

Nancy Nardin, founder &
president, Smart Selling Tools  �

I recently asked a couple dozen sales

leaders (all of whom at one point

were also first-time sales managers)

what advice they wish they could have

given themselves back then, and

would give to any new sales manager

now. Here are some of their

responses.

“Are you a manager or a leader? You

know you've made the move to leader

when you can answer "yes" to this

simple question. "Would each of my

reps walk through fire for me?" From

experience, reps don't want to be

managed, they want to be lead. As an

example, one of my reps just last year

was into fitness and working out. We

ran a Spartan Race together. He

literally jumped through fire as the

final hurdle in the race! Whether your

reps will literally "walk through fire for

you" or figuratively, just remember, it

is YOUR PEOPLE, not YOU, who get

the job done every day!"

Chad Burmeister, Director 
of National Accounts, ON24

"The advice I give to new managers is

generally the same – your success

isn’t measured by personal

contribution it is measured by team

contribution. For a first time sales

manager it is important to internalize

this distinction and focus your

attention on coaching and mentoring

team members so that they learn to

effectively drive their business and

build their territory. It is no secret that

first time mangers fail because they

try and do the work FOR their team

members as opposed to helping the

team do its own work better."

Ken Lawrence, Vice President 
of Sales, Medio

"Whether you are a first time sales

manager or a seasoned manager

starting with a new team, the worst

thing you can do is to start by making

changes without listening and

learning from your new team. What's

working? What's not? What's

important to them? This will help

validate your decisions but also help

you get buy-in from your team on your

first actions as their new leader."

The advice I give to
new managers is

generally the same –
your success isn’t

measured by
personal contribution

it is measured by
team contribution.

Advice for brand-new
sales managers
(from 10 leaders who’ve been there) 

Every day, successful sales reps become managers for
the first time. Sometimes they go through training or
mentorship programs. But too often, they're promoted
and left to their own devices to figure it out.

This article was written by Matt Heinz.

To find out more about Matt, visit:
www.heinzmarketing.com/
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The last three years have

included research in the area of

cloud services brokerage (CSB)

aggregation as a new role for the

indirect channel to play in its quest to

stay relevant with cloud services. In

2013, she will lead the Gartner

special report on the Future of Sales,

which will look into future selling

scenarios for IT providers. 

In addition, Ms. Bova conducts

significant public speaking at major

industry events and publishing in

leading industry periodicals on these

topics. 

Her job would not be complete

without significant interaction with

the channel partners to ensure she

understands what they need and

expect from their vendor partners to

be successful in today's market.

Previous Experience
Ms. Bova has 15 years of experience

in the IT industry. Prior to joining

Gartner, she was responsible for the

strategy and execution of indirect

channel programs and sales

revenue for Gateway's Professional

Business Unit. 

Previously, she led sales,

marketing and channel strategies

for Web hosting, managed services

and dedicated hosting companies

such as Interland (Web.com and

Peer 1) and Affinity Internet and

professional services sales

organizations for Inacom/Vanstar

and Sprint.

Professional Background
� Gateway Computers, Senior

Director, Indirect Channel Sales and

Programs, 2 years

� Interland, Vice President, Indirect

Sales, Programs and Marketing, 2

years

� Affinity Internet, Vice President,

Indirect Sales and Programs, 2

years

Industry Awards/Accolades

� Top-rated speaker at many

leading IT industry events around

the globe.

� Recognized by industry-leading

publications, CRN and

VARBusiness, as a leading channel

advocate heading up innovative

campaigns and driving effective

strategy and execution for leading IT

providers in 2002, 2003, 2004 and

2005

Education
� Executive Development Program,

The Wharton School, University of

Pennsylvania

� Executive Education, Management

Development Program, USC

� B.S., Arizona State University     

To find out more about Tiffani and
Gartner Research, please visit:
www.gartner.com/futureofitsales    �

Focus On

Tiffani Bova
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In The Spotlight

Tiffani Bova is a VP, Distinguished Analyst with Gartner
Research, where she covers IT sales strategies and channel
innovation. Ms. Bova's area of specialization includes the
development of comprehensive indirect channel strategies,
including program development and optimization, go-to-market
sales coverage models, the impact of cloud on the traditional
channel, and trends in wholesale IT distribution. 

October 9th and 10th, 2013
Atlantis Hotel & Casino

Reno, NV

Sales Management Training
Open Enrollment Seminar

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT HERE

http://www.toplineleadership.com/training-sales-management-training/open-enrollment-seminar/
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